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In this proceeding, we summarize the main results of our recent paper, which introduces a freeze-out scheme to the dynamical models near the QCD critical point. Within such a framework of static critical fluctuations, the Beam Energy Scan (BES) data of $C_4$ and $\kappa \sigma^2$ for net protons within different $p_T$ ranges can be roughly described. Besides, the momentum acceptance dependence of higher cumulants at lower collision energies can also be qualitatively described. However, $C_2$ and $C_3$ are always over-predicted due to the positive static critical fluctuations.
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1. Introduction

The QCD critical point is the landmark point on the QCD phase diagram. The divergence of the correlation length in the vicinity of the critical point leads to the divergence of particle multiplicity fluctuations, which provides an accessible way in experiments to detect the existence of the critical point \cite{1,2}. The recent BES data of $\kappa \sigma^2$ presented large deviations from the Poisson baselines at lower collision energies, and non-monotonic behavior at around 20 GeV \cite{3–5}, which indicates possible signals for the existence of the QCD critical point. Dynamical models have been built to describe the evolution of bulk matter and the chiral field in heavy-ion collisions \cite{6}.
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However, a proper treatment of the freeze-out scheme is lacked. In an earlier paper [7], we introduce a freeze-out scheme to such dynamical models, which includes the critical fluctuations near the critical point. The main results are summarized in this proceeding.

2. The model and set-ups

Our calculations are based on the assumption that the distribution of protons emitted from the fireball near the critical point satisfies the static statistics, but with a variable effective mass, which is induced by the interaction between the \( \sigma \) field and protons. The fluctuations of the \( \sigma \) field transfer to the fluctuations of protons mass, leading to the fluctuations of proton distributions. Such critical fluctuations can be expressed by expanding the distribution function of protons to the leading order of \( \sigma(x) \),

\[
f = f_0 + \delta f = f_0 \left( 1 - g \sigma / (\gamma T) \right),
\]

where \( f_0 \) represents the distribution function in equilibrium, \( \delta f \) is the induced fluctuation term, \( \gamma \) is the covariant Lorentz factor, and \( g \) is the coupling constant between \( \sigma \) field and protons. From this expansion, the correlators of proton’s distribution function are written as

\[
\langle \delta f_1 \ldots \delta f_n \rangle_c = \left( -\frac{g}{T} \right)^n \left( \frac{f_0 \sigma_1 \ldots f_0 \sigma_n}{\gamma_1 \ldots \gamma_n} \right) \langle \sigma_1 \ldots \sigma_n \rangle_c \quad (n = 2, 3, 4, \ldots),
\]

where the correlators of \( \sigma \) field are obtained from its probability distribution function with cubic and quartic terms [1,2]

\[
P[\sigma] = \exp \left\{ -\Omega[\sigma] / T \right\} = \exp \left\{ - \int d^3x \left[ \frac{1}{2} (\nabla \sigma)^2 + \frac{1}{2} m_\sigma^2 \sigma^2 + \frac{\lambda_3}{3} \sigma^3 + \frac{\lambda_4}{4} \sigma^4 \right] / T \right\}.
\]

The multiplicity fluctuations for protons are obtained by integrating the correlators of proton distribution over the freeze-out surface,

\[
\langle (\delta N)^2 \rangle_c = \left( \frac{1}{(2\pi)^3} \right)^2 \prod_{i=1,2} \left( \int \frac{1}{E_i} d^3p_i \int_{\Sigma_i} p_{i\mu} d\sigma_i^\mu \right) \frac{f_0 f_{02}}{\gamma_1 \gamma_2 T^2} \left( \frac{g^2}{T^2} \right) \langle \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \rangle_c,
\]

\[
\langle (\delta N)^3 \rangle_c = \left( \frac{1}{(2\pi)^3} \right)^3 \prod_{i=1,2,3} \left( \int \frac{1}{E_i} d^3p_i \int_{\Sigma_i} p_{i\mu} d\sigma_i^\mu \right) \frac{f_0 f_{02} f_{03}}{\gamma_1 \gamma_2 \gamma_3} \left( -1 \right) \left( \frac{g^3}{T^3} \right) \langle \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \sigma_3 \rangle_c,
\]
\[ \langle (\delta N)^4 \rangle_c = \left( \frac{1}{(2\pi)^3} \right)^4 \prod_{i=1,2,3,4} \left( \int \frac{1}{E_i} d^3 p_i \int p_{i\mu} d\sigma_i^\mu \right) \frac{f_{01} f_{02} f_{03} f_{04}}{T^4} g^4 \frac{\langle \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \sigma_3 \sigma_4 \rangle_c}{\gamma_1 \gamma_2 \gamma_3 \gamma_4}. \]

To calculate the critical fluctuations in equations (3)–(5), we input the information of the freeze-out surface from the hydrodynamic code VISH2+1 [8]. Besides this, several parameters such as \( g, \xi, \lambda_3, \lambda_4 \) are needed. We set the critical point close to the chemical freeze-out point at 19.6 GeV, and tune these parameters according to the ranges and monotonicity suggested by effective models. For details, one can refer to Ref. [7] for the exact set ups of the parameters. Note that the critical fluctuations here belong to the static critical fluctuations. In the infinite volume limit of equations (3)–(5), the results given by Stephanov in 2009 [1] can be reproduced.

### 3. Results and discussion

Figure 1 presents the results of energy-dependent cumulants for net protons at different collision energies and within different \( p_T \) ranges, together with Poisson statistical baselines. The theoretical results are the sum of thermal fluctuations and critical fluctuations. Our model calculations present the general trends of the cumulants within different \( p_T \) ranges, and can roughly describe the \( C_4 \) data within error bars. But for \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \), the theoretical calculations deviate from the experimental data which are below

![Fig. 1. Energy dependence of cumulants \( C_1-C_4 \) for net protons in 0–5% Au+Au collisions with Poisson baselines, within \( 0.4 < p_T < 0.8 \) GeV (left panels) and within \( 0.4 < p_T < 2 \) GeV (right panels).](image-url)
the Poisson baselines. This is because the static critical fluctuations provide positive contributions to $C_2$ and $C_3$, a summation with the baselines makes the model calculations deviate further from the experimental data. This problem could not be solved in the framework of static critical fluctuations.

Figure 2 presents comparison of model calculations with the experimental data of the cumulants ratios, $S\sigma = C_3/C_2$ and $\kappa\sigma^2 = C_4/C_2$, within different $p_T$ ranges. The experimental data can be roughly described by our model calculation, except $S\sigma$ at lower collision energies within $p_T$ ranges of $(0.4, 2)$ GeV, which is caused by the positive contributions of critical fluctuations for $C_2$ and $C_3$.
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Fig. 2. Energy dependence of cumulants ratios $S\sigma$ and $\kappa\sigma^2$, for net protons in 0–5% Au+Au collisions.

The experimental cumulants and cumulants ratios also present large enhancements at lower collision energies as the maximum $p_T$ increased from 0.8 to 2 GeV, which cannot be described by the statistical baselines. Figure 3 presents our calculation of the $p_T$ acceptance dependence of critical
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Fig. 3. $p_T$ acceptance dependence of $C_2^{\text{critical}}$, $C_3^{\text{critical}}$ and $C_4^{\text{critical}}$ for net protons in 0–5% Au+Au collisions.
fluctuations of net protons, which shows that the critical fluctuations increase dramatically as the $p_T$ acceptance enlarged. This is because at lower collision energies, the net-proton multiplicities increase a lot as the increase of the momentum acceptance, as $\langle (\delta N)^n \rangle_c \sim N^n$. An increase of the multiplicities leads to the enhancements of cumulants, even though the correlation length is largely reduced here. At higher collision energies, the net-proton multiplicities decreases a lot, and the critical fluctuations become negligible.

4. Summary

In this proceeding, we summarized the main results in our earlier paper [7], in which a freeze-out scheme near the QCD critical point for dynamical models is introduced. Based on this freeze-out scheme, we can describe the energy-dependent data of $C_4$ and $\kappa\sigma^2$ within different $p_T$ ranges, and qualitatively describe the momentum acceptance-dependent enhancements of cumulants and cumulants ratios at lower collision energies, but always overpredict $C_2$ and $C_3$. A further study of the dynamical critical fluctuations should shed lights on the simultaneous descriptions of different cumulants of net protons in experiments.
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